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ABSTRACT. Using only one type of marker to quantify genetic diversity
generates results that have been questioned in terms of reliability, when
compared to the combined use of different markers. To compare the
efficiency of the use of single versus multiple markers, we quantified
genetic diversity among 10 S7 inbred popcorn lines using both RAPD
and SSR markers, and we evaluated how well these two types of markers
discriminated the popcorn genotypes. These popcorn genotypes: “Yellow
Pearl Popcorn” (P1-1 and P1-5), “Zélia” (P1-2 and P1-4), “Curagua” (P13), “IAC 112” (P9-1 and P9-2), “Avati Pichinga” (P9-3 and P9-5), and
“Pisankalla” (P9-4) have different soil and climate adaptations. Using
RAPD marker analysis, each primer yielded bands of variable intensities
that were easily detected, as well as non-specific bands, which were
discarded from the analysis. The nine primers used yielded 126 bands,
of which 104 were classified as polymorphic, giving an average of 11.6
polymorphisms per primer. Using SSR procedures, the number of alleles
per locus ranged from two to five, giving a total of 47 alleles for the 14
SSR loci. When comparing the groups formed using SSR and RAPD
markers, there were similarities in the combinations of genotypes from the
same genealogy. Correlation between genetic distances obtained through
RAPD and SSR markers was relatively high (0.5453), indicating that both
techniques are efficient for evaluating genetic diversity in the genotypes of
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popcorn that we evaluated, though RAPDs yielded more polymorphisms.
Key words: Zea mays; DNA markers; RAPD and SSR loci;
Microsatellites; Comparative analysis of molecular groups

INTRODUCTION
Maximum potential for genetic gain is proportional to phenotypic variation (σf) present
in the original population and maintained in subsequent selection cycles. Phenotypic variation
is positively associated with genetic diversity, but is also dependent on environmental factors
as well as on the interaction between genotypes and environment (Moose and Mumm, 2008).
Thus, determining genetic diversity through variation between genotypes, genotype groups, or
populations is essential to plant genetic breeding programs. These measures are all important for
the identification of genetically distant parental combinations, aiming to use distinct gene sets
in crossings for superior hybrids and segregants, to evaluate the degree of genetic erosion, or
even to determine the extent of the genetic base of cultivated forms to develop heterotic groups
(Amaral Júnior, 1999a,b; Dandolini et al., 2008; Gonçalves et al., 2008a; Munhoz et al., 2009).
Determining genetic diversity can be based on agronomic, morphological, biochemical, and
molecular types of information, among others (Mohammadi and Prasanna, 2003; Sudré et al., 2007;
Gonçalves et al., 2009). However, molecular markers have advantages over other kinds, where they
show genetic differences on a more detailed level and without interferences from environmental
factors, and where they involve techniques that provide fast results detailing genetic diversity (Binneck et al., 2002; Garcia et al., 2004; Saker et al., 2005; Gonçalves et al., 2008b; Souza et al., 2008).
With the beginning of studies that led to the development of polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
technology (Saiki et al., 1985; Mullis and Faloona, 1987), there were amazing advances in the refinement
of techniques to obtain specific or non-specific DNA fragments, relevant mainly to research in genetic
diversity. The following techniques are those most used and listed in chronological order: SSR (simple
sequence repeats or just microsatellites) (Tautz, 1989), RAPD (randomly amplified polymorphic DNA)
(Williams et al., 1990) or AP-PCR (arbitrarily primed PCR) (Welsh and McClelland, 1990), ISSR (intersimple sequence repeats) (Zietkiewicz et al., 1994), AFLP (amplified fragment length polymorphism)
(Vos et al., 1995), SNPs (single nucleotide polymorphisms) (Chen and Sullivan, 2003) and, more recently,
DarT (diversity array technology) (Kilian et al., 2005). These different types of molecular markers are also
different as to their potential to detect differences between individuals, their cost, facilities required, and
consistency and replication of results (Schlötterer, 2004; Schulman, 2007; Bernardo, 2008).
As to popcorn, research in genetic diversity is of great importance to genetic breeding
programs, due to the narrow genetic base of the crop, which can have its origin in selections of
the common maize of the flint kind (Ziegler and Ashman, 1994). In this sense, some researchs
using molecular markers have been carried out, aiming at a better understanding of the diversity
and parentage among popcorn varieties, such as those using ISSR (Kantety et al., 1995), RAPD
(Vilela et al., 2008), and SSR (Li et al., 2004; Santacruz-Varela et al., 2004; Aguiar et al., 2008;
Dandolini et al., 2008; Bracco et al., 2009; Munhoz et al., 2009; Silva et al., 2009).
However, the combined use of different markers can provide more reliable information
about genetic diversity when compared to the use of only one marker. The expectation is that
some errors or problems presented by a certain marker could be minimized using other markers
(Demeke et al., 1997; Saker et al., 2005; Souza et al., 2008). Souza et al. (2008), comparing
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genetic diversity between maize through the use of RAPD and SSR markers, found that RAPD
markers were effective in evaluating the genealogy of materials, while SSR was essential to
recognize differences between quantitative characteristics.
Thus, the objectives of this study were: i) to estimate and characterize genetic divergence among 10 popcorn lines from plants originating from different soil and climate
adaptations, using RAPD and SSR markers, and ii) to evaluate, in a comparative way, the
consistency of the information obtained using RAPD and SSR markers.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
Plant materials and DNA extraction
Ten S7 popcorn inbred lines were used from the genotypes “Yellow Pearl Popcorn”
(P1-1 and P1-5), “Zélia” (P1-2 and P1-4), “Curagua” (P1-3), “IAC 112” (P9-1 and P9-2),
“Avati Pichinga” (P9-3 and P9-5), and “Pisankalla” (P9-4). These lines were developed at the
Experimental Farm of Maringá State University (Maringá, PR, Brazil).
Total cellular DNA was extracted from the young leaves of the lines using the methodology described by Hoisington et al. (1994). After DNA extraction, DNA quantity and
quality were determined by 0.8% agarose gel electrophoresis. The marker used was a standard DNA solution (λ phage) of gradual and known concentrations (50, 100 and 150 ng). The
gel was stained with 0.5 µg/mL ethidium bromide and the image was visualized with a HighPerformance Ultraviolet Transilluminator - Edas 290, using the 1-D 3.5 Kodak program.

RAPD analysis
In order to obtain RAPD fragments, an initial selection of primers was performed. Therefore,
the A (1 to 20), B (1 to 20), C (1 to 20), F (5, 9 and 13), L (11), M (1 to 10), and P (2, 4, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,
and 17) kits of Operon Technologies Inc., Alameda, CA, USA, were used. Of the 83 primers, nine
amplified comprising a standard of well-defined bands, and they were selected to quantify genetic diversity among the popcorn lines. The primers selected were: OPA03, OPA12, OPB07, OPB17, OPC05,
OPC11, OPF05, OPL11, and OPM02. In order to standardize the DNA quantities to be used in the
RAPD amplification reactions, 10, 15, 20, 25, and 30 ng DNA were tested. For the amplifications, the
concentration of MgCl2 was also standardized by first testing concentrations of 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, and 3.5 mM.
Amplification reactions were carried out in a Techne TC-512 thermocycler, according
to Williams et al. (1990). DNA denaturation was performed at 96°C for 5 min. This step was
followed by 45 amplification cycles (94°C for 1 min, 35° for 1 min, 72° for 2 min). After the 45
cycles, a final extension of 7 min at 72°C was performed. Amplification products were separated
on a 1.7% agarose gel. The molecular weight marker used in the gels was 1-kb DNA ladder (Invitrogen). Gels were stained with 0.5 µg/mL ethidium bromide, and the image was visualized with
a High-Performance Ultraviolet Transilluminator - Edas 290, using the 1-D 3.5 Kodak program.

SSR analysis
As to the amplification reactions using the SSR markers, 51 primers were selected, obtained
at http://www.maizegdb.org/ssr.php. Of these primers, 14 were selected, due to the fact that they
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provided greater complementarity and reproducibility, as well as the presence of polymorphism.
Amplification reactions were performed in a Techne TC-512 thermocycler, using the Touchdown
PCR program (Don et al., 1991). Amplified fragments were separated by 4% agarose gel electrophoresis (50% normal agarose and 50% MS-8 agarose). In order to estimate the size of the amplified
fragments, a 100-bp molecular weight marker (Invitrogen) was used. Gels were run at 60 V for 5 h.
Afterward, gels were stained with 0.5 µg/mL ethidium bromide, and the image was revealed with
a High-Performance Ultraviolet Transilluminator - Edas 290, using the 1-D 3.5 Kodak program.

Data analysis
As to the RAPD analysis, gels were interpreted for the presence or absence of bands, generating a binary matrix. In order to estimate genetic distances between lines, the complements of the
Jaccard similarity coefficient were used. With regard to the codominant microsatellite marker (SSR),
genetic distance was based on the frequency of alleles for each locus, using Rogers’ modified distance
(Goodman and Stuber, 1983). Wright’s fixation coefficient F (Wright, 1965) was also calculated.
Afterward, Pearson’s correlation between distance matrices of RAPD and SSR markers was determined. Simplified representation of genetic distances between lines was obtained by UPGMA (unweighted pair-group method with arithmetic mean) and represented by a dendrogram. All analyses
were performed using GENES (Cruz, 2006) and R (http://www.r-project.org) programs.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The most appropriate amount of DNA for RAPD analysis was 15 ng, and MgCl2
at a concentration of 2.5 mM produced well-separated and stained bands in the amplification reactions. These conditions were used for DNA amplification using nine RAPD primers. Through RAPD analysis, each primer produced bands comprising variable and easily
detected intensities, as well as non-specific bands, which were discarded. The nine primers used (OPA03, OPA12, OPB07, OPB17, OPC05, OPC11, OPF05, OPL11, and OPM02)
yielded 126 bands (Table 1). Of these, 104 were polymorphic (82.53%) and 22 monomorphic
(17.47%). The lowest and highest number of polymorphic bands was 7 and 16 in the primers
OPC05 and OPB17, respectively. The primer, which showed the least polymorphism, was
OPC05, with 11 bands, of which 7 were polymorphic (63.64%). OPB17 showed the highTable 1. Number and frequency of polymorphic and monomorphic fragments obtained for each primer used to
amplify the DNA of 10 popcorn lines.
Primers

Total number
of fragments

OPA03
OPA12
OPB07
OPB17
OPC05
OPC11
OPF05
OPL11
OPM02
Total

16
16
15
19
11
10
12
11
16
126

Number of
(%)
monomorphic fragments		
2
4
1
3
4
2
4
1
1
22
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12.50
25.00
6.67
15.79
36.36
20.00
33.33
9.09
6.25
17.46

Number of
polymorphic fragments

(%)

14
12
14
16
7
8
8
10
15
104

87.50
75.00
93.33
84.21
63.64
80.00
66.67
90.91
93.75
82.54
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est number of bands (19 of which 16 were polymorphic), and OPM02 yielded 16 bands and
showed the largest number of polymorphic bands (93.75%). OPB07 produced only 15 bands,
but was also considered highly polymorphic (14 polymorphic; 93.33%).
The level of polymorphism determined in this study is a little less than that obtained
by Vilela et al. (2008) who detected 89.25% polymorphism. However, Vilela et al. (2008)
tested 90 progeny of the open-pollinated popcorn variety, involving three recurrent selection cycles, where a greater variability is really expected for lines that show a narrow
genetic base (Munhoz et al., 2009; Silva et al., 2009).
It is possible to infer that the RAPD markers were effective in detecting genetic
variability between the lines evaluated in this study. P1-1 (Yellow Pearl I) and P9-3
(Avati Pichinga I) lines showed the highest values for genetic distance (0.4219), while
P1-2 (Zélia I) and P1-3 (Curagua), and P1-2 (Zélia I) and P1-4 (Zélia II) revealed the
lowest values for genetic distance (0.2394 and 0.2411, respectively). The greatest genetic
distance between P1-1 and P9-3 can be explained by divergent genealogy, since Yellow
Pearl I originated from a North-American composite, while Avati Pichinga has its origin
in Paraguay. In turn, the common origin between Zélia I and Zélia II explains the higher
genetic similarity found in the P1-1 and P1-2 lines. However, the high similarity between
the P1-2 line, from the Zélia I variety (Pioneer triple hybrid), and line P1-3, formed from
the Curagua variety (original from Chile), is unusual with regard to genealogical origin.
A cut performed at a distance of 0.32, considering the abrupt change-point in the
dendrogram, allowed the composition of three groups: group I was constituted by P1-1
lines; group II included P9-1, P9-2, P9-3, P9-4, and P9-5, and group III clustered P1-2, P13, P1-4, and P1-5 lines (Figure 1). Placement of lines of populations P1 and P9 in distinct
groups is evidence of RAPD marker consistency in the molecular characterization and
analysis of popcorn, and is, therefore, in agreement with the purpose of establishing divergent lines in genetic breeding programs for the proper generation of divergent hybrids.

Figure 1. Genetic dissimilarity dendrogram organized using data obtained with RAPD markers for 10 popcorn lines
evaluated (P1-1 to P1-5 and P9-1 to P9-5), determined by UPGMA analysis.

Lanza et al. (1997) found that RAPD markers were efficient for determining genetic
diversity among maize lines, dividing them into different heterotic groups, and therefore, it was
useful in the selection of superior lines for crossings, thus reducing the number of crossings for
Genetics and Molecular Research 9 (1): 9-18 (2010)
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evaluation in the field. In this context, Bruel et al. (2006) observed positive correlations between
genetic divergences, detected by RAPD, and the averages determined in dialellic crossings, concerning the characteristics plant height, ear corn height, production, and seed weight. This corroborates the hypothesis that genetic divergence in lines is directly related to hybrid performance,
emphasizing the efficiency of RAPD markers in the prediction of hybrid behavior.
According to the amplification of SSR loci, the number of alleles per microsatellite locus in
the 10 popcorn lines ranged from 2 to 5, comprising a total of 47 alleles referring to the 14 primers
used. The greatest number of alleles was found at the Umc1653 and Umc2281 loci, comprising 5
alleles, and at the Umc2227, Umc1636 and Umc2262 loci, comprising 4 alleles. The average number of alleles per locus was 3.36 (Table 2). Bracco et al. (2009), evaluating 131 popcorn landraces
using 9 microsatellite loci, revealed a total of 65 alleles. On the other hand, Silva et al. (2009), evaluating 25 popcorn genotypes, observed that 23 microsatellites allowed the detection of 100 alleles.
Table 2. Sequence of microsatellite primers used in the estimation of genetic diversity in 10 popcorn lines, and
number of alleles detected per primer and their position on chromosomes.
Locus
Umc1071
Umc1071
Umc1336
Umc1336
Umc1422
Umc1422
Umc1636
Umc1636
Umc1653
Umc1653
Umc2227
Umc2227
Umc2245
Umc2245
Umc2262
Umc2262
Umc2280
Umc2280
Umc2281
Umc2281
Umc2292
Umc2292
Umc2293
Umc2293
Umc2343
Umc2343
Umc2350
Umc2350
Total

Nucleotide sequence
GTGGTTGTCGAGTTCGTCGTATT (Reverse)
GTGGTTGTCGAGTTCGTCGTATT (Forward)
CTCTGTTTTGGAAGAAGCTTTTGG (Reverse)
GTACAAATGATAAGCAAGGGGCAG (Forward)
CTCATCGCGATCTCCCAGTC (Reverse)
GAGATAAGCTTCGCCCTGTACCTC (Forward)
GTACTGGTACAGGTCGTCGCTCTT (Reverse)
CATATCAGTCGTTCGTCCAGCTAA (Forward)
GCCGCCCACGTACATCTATC (Reverse)
GAGACATGGCAGACTCACTGACA (Forward)
AGCTGAGCCTTCTCTTCTTGGCT (Reverse)
ACCTTGAGCGTGGAGTCGGT (Forward)
CGTCGTCTTCGACATGTACTTCAC (Reverse)
GCCCTGTTATTGGAACAGTTTACG (Forward)
CGTTCCCTGGTACCCTGTCTATAA (Reverse)
TCTGTTCGGGATTCTTCTTCAGTC (Forward)
AAAAGAAGACGCTTTGTTTGTTGC (Reverse)
TTTTCGTCAACTTGATGTTTATGAGAGT (Forward)
ATGATGATCTGCAGAGCCTAGTCC (Reverse)
CAATGATTGGAGCCTAACCCCT (Forward)
ACTTCCGGCATGTCTTGTGTTT (Reverse)
AGCAGAAGAGGACAAACCAGATTC (Forward)
ATGTTCCGTTTATTATTTGCCCG (Reverse)
AAAGAACAGACGCGATCCAATC (Forward)
GACTGACAACTCAGATTTCACCCA (Reverse)
TCATCTTCCCCACAAATTTTCATT (Forward)
CGAATCGAGGATGGTTTGTTTTT (Reverse)
AGTAGCGACTCCTCTGCGTGAG (Forward)

Number of alleles

Chromosome

3

1

2

10

3

2

4

9

5

6

4

1

3

2

4

3

3

4

5

4

3

5

3

5

3

9

2

10

47

Values for Wright’s F-fixation coefficient (Wright, 1965) estimated based on frequency analysis of alleles on SSR loci showed that the heterozygous deficit in the 10 lines corresponded to 4.5% (FIS = 0.045) and that the dissimilarities among the 10 lines considering the
variation in the frequencies of the different alleles corresponded to 73.49% (FST = 0.7349).
Therefore, there is high genetic divergence among the 10 popcorn lines evaluated.
Genetics and Molecular Research 9 (1): 9-18 (2010)
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Based on the frequency analysis of the 47 alleles on the SSR loci, genetic diversity was
estimated by Rogers’ (Goodman and Stuber, 1983) modified distance. The highest genetic distance
(0.8495) was detected between P1-4 (Zélia II) and P9-3 (Avati Pichinga) lines, and the lowest distance (0.2092), between P1-2 (Zélia I) and P1-4 (Zélia II). The highest distance between Zélia II and
Avati Pichinga lines based on the analysis of SSR loci can also be explained by geographic distance
of the varieties developed in Brazil and in Paraguay and by the different soil and climate adaptations.
Through a cut performed in the dendrogram at a distance of 0.45, considering the
abrupt change-point, it was possible to form two groups. Group I comprised the lines P9-1, P92, P9-3, P9-4, and P9-5 and group II the P1-1, P1-2, P1-3, P1-4, and P1-5 lines (Figure 2). The
comparison of the groups formed using RAPD and SSR markers revealed similarities, showing
that, in spite of the fact that some information about the SSRs corresponds to molecular markers containing a greater amount of information than with RAPD analysis (Demeke et al., 1997;
Schlötterer, 2004; Schulman, 2007), such data cannot be conceived in an unconditional way.

Figure 2. Genetic dissimilarity dendrogram organized using data obtained through microsatellite markers for 10
popcorn lines evaluated (P1-1 to P1-5 and P9-1 to P9-5), defined by UPGMA grouping method.

Estimates of correlation between genetic distances obtained by RAPD and SSR markers
were moderate, with magnitudes of 0.5453, indicating that there is a relative pattern of association
between results obtained using these two analytical procedures in order to obtain markers of DNA
fragments (Figure 3). This result is in accordance with other studies carried out using maize, such as
those of Pejic et al. (1998) and Souza et al. (2008), who found correlations of 0.57 and 0.54, respectively, between RAPD and SSR markers. Nevertheless, there are studies that showed a low correlation between RAPD and SSR markers, such as the research of Garcia et al. (2004) who observed a
correlation of 0.33. According to Lu and Bernardo (2001), the inconsistency of results obtained using
different markers, mainly to evaluate different lines, can be explained by the fact that molecular markers evaluate different components of DNA variation, and that they can progress in diverse ways. Yet,
despite these explanations, the fact is that the lack of consistency observed between RAPD markers
and SSR locus analysis has discouraged RAPD use, and in an implicit way has cast doubts as to the
efficacy of the technique as well as to skepticism about information obtained through RAPD analysis.
Genetics and Molecular Research 9 (1): 9-18 (2010)
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Figure 3. Dispersion diagram (graph) organized according to the genetic distances, using SSR and RAPD markers.
The straight line shows the degree of correlation between genetic distances. R2 is the coefficient of determination
for straight line fit.

Our analysis using popcorn lines showed that both techniques may provide consistent
data, and can thereby be used to study genetic diversity in popcorn, showing concordant values
of genetic diversity. This led us to conclude that RAPD markers can be considered as effective
as SSR locus markers when there is a greater amount of investment to: i) obtain DNA of high
purity after the extraction process; ii) select RAPD primers aimed at identifying DNA segments
that are well separated and reproducible, iii) standardize reagent concentrations that are critical
in the amplification process, providing reliable and replicable results, and iv) identify DNA segments more strongly stained, selecting properly different amplification programs. Therefore,
the option to analyze popcorn genetic diversity using RAPD markers to keep track and guide
genetic breeding programs can be considered an adequate strategy. On practical grounds, the
OPB17, OPM02 and OPB07 primers, for instance, which produced the greatest number of
bands and which showed the greatest potential to discriminate polymorphic DNA segments,
can be recommended for future analysis of the popcorn genome using RAPD markers.
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